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FROM THE ORDER FORK
by Jake & Louise Davis

Well, again this has really been one blockbuster
of a winter. I know that I said the same thing last
year at this time, but consider; on about the third
of December, it got really cold, and with the
exception of a couple of days right around New
Years, and a couple in January, it has been far
below normal virtually all the time. Fortunately
we didn’t have a really large amount of snow
(unlike last year), but what we did have stayed
on for quite of while due to the consistently
below normal temps.
And tomorrow (March 20) being the first day of
Spring, I do not believe that we are entirely out
of the woods yet. I will feel a lot more confident
after Easter.
You know on January 6 we had a run, either the
last of the season, or the first of the year,
however you want to classify it. I know that on
that day, I was way way down under the
weather, and would end up in the Emergency
Room early on the morning of the 7th with a
blood sugar reading of 38. Anyone with diabetes
knows that is somewhere you don’t even want to
go. Its downright scary, plus you’re out of your
head.
Enough of that. Now on Jan. 6th, a big “thank
you” to Monica Chicwak and her “magic
camera” for the shot she got of the train leaving
the station. That was an awesome photo. It was
gray and snowy, the lights of the station, the
signals, and the flares. What a neat photo. Recall
in one of our editions last year, was a photo of a
train heading north on a snowy day in 1913.
Well, Monica’s shot shows our train heading
south on a snowy day in 2011, almost 100 years
later. I would definitely love to see these two

photos, side by side, say blown up to 8 x 10, on
the wall in our museum. Why not?
Now, to our 2011 banquet. Another awesome
time was had by all. The food was outstanding. I
really loved Jim Phelp’s collection of narrow
gauge cars. He should insure that collection with
Lloyds of London. Really appreciated that Jim !!
And what about Dave Adair’s presentation on
the BZ&C-OR&W ? All the time this was going
on I’m thinking “Why isn’t this being
recorded”? Then burned onto a disk, to be kept
for generations. This stuff is invaluable. We
need to definitely look into doing this next year,
for whatever Dave’s presentation will be.
Excellent job Dave !!!
So now on April the 2nd, things start to happen
up at the train as we do a “walk through tour”
with the Civil War re-enactor people, but no
train ride. Two weeks later will be our initial run
for Victorian Village Easter Run.
And on April 9th is the ORTA meeting at the
Cuyahoga Valley. Will be a great event, with
seminars, meals and the train ride. Hope that a
number of us can make it. $69.00 for all day, or
$25.00 for the train ride and lunch.
On April 30th is the Rotary chicken bar-be-cue
with BSRW assistance. From past experience,
these bar-be-cue chickens are awesome. Well
worth the price.
Then on Sat. May 14th, our season kicks off in
earnest with our annual Wine Train. Indeed, it
will be good to be back on the rails again.
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Heading South on a Snowy Day in 2011

RAILROADING IS DEADLY
By Dave Adair

While doing research of my family tree, I have
come across former relatives who weren’t lucky
as far as railroading goes.
Back in 1899 Edward Taylor, 36 years old while
working as a brakeman for the B&O RR and
switching cars in Cambridge apparently fell
between two moving freight cars and had a leg
cut off at his pelvis.
He was last seen alive by the conductor of No. 8
an express passenger train as it left the station at
10: PM. When found by his train crew shortly
after with his lantern still in hand, he had
already died from loss of blood.
Six years later a brother, Frank then also 36
years old and working for the B&O out of
Cambridge was found east of the station near the
Pennsylvania Railroad crossover diamond with

both legs cut off and dead. But here a mystery
which was never solved occurred. Frank’s legs
were found nearly one fourth of a mile away
from his body. At first it was believed that he
fell from his moving train, but this was not so
for there was no blood found between the body
and legs along the tracks. The coroner’s report
stated that he was already dead when his legs
were cut off by a train and that he was murdered
by a person or persons unknown. It was
assumed that bums or tramps from the nearby
camp when told to get off of his train were the
murderers which were never caught.
Four years later in 1909 Israel, another brother
and brakeman for the B&O while switching coal
cars at the Klondike Mine at Kipling five miles
east of Cambridge fell from the top of a cut of
coal cars and was ran over by the cars cutting
him in half above the pelvis. His scream was
heard by the day men at the mine (outside
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workers) and they say he lived a short while
longer, stating that his legs were cold, but his
last thoughts were of home. He was 38 years
old.
Then there was Clarence, a nephew of one of the
brothers whose age is unknown. He was also
employed by the B&O as a telegraph operator
at “SC” or Spencer Station tower east of Quaker
City near the Guernsey-Belmont county line.
One hot summer evening around 1914 Clarence
while on duty was sitting on the sill of the open
window with a clear signal and set for an
eastbound freight. He gave a wave to the
engineer, but lost his balance and the engineer
saw him fall from the second story window to
his death resulting from a broken neck.
Yet, another brother, Gus Taylor also working
for the B&O as a conductor on the Philo turn
(coal train from Zanesville to Philo power plant

and return). He was 70 years old and was killed
near Putnam Avenue, South Zanesville in 1951.
It was suspected that he was standing on the
front platform of his caboose when he
apparently fell forward onto the tracks below
and was run over by his caboose.
More research has revealed possibly another
death in the Taylor family although not
confirmed. The story has been told to me that
another relative of the Taylor’s was killed near
Kimbolton fifteen miles north of Cambridge----you guessed it, ran over by a train. At least it
wasn’t a B&O train, blame the Pennsy for that
one.
My relationship with this family was that great
uncle Jasper Adair and wife Edna had a daughter
Emma whose husband was Gus Taylor.

Map of C&M Junction by Dave Adair
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THE JUNCTION AT C&M CURVE
By Dave Adair

Here is a tale about a place with many name
changes over the years. A place located along
our B.S.R.W. which you may not have known.
Now you may have heard, know or call the
place C&M Junction as we narrators on the train
mention. But a history of the place goes back to
1872 when the new Marietta and Pittsburgh
(M&P) Railroad was building north from
Marietta to Byesville, Cambridge and eventually
to Canal Dover. But before the tracks were even
connected between these two terminals, the
railroad was re-organized to the Marietta,
Pittsburgh and Cleveland Railroad.
At any rate shortly after the former M&P
reached and passed the place which we will
describe in this story another railroad was built.
From what we call locally Pleasant City, then
called Point Pleasant a connection was made
with the M&P and the new railroad was built
west to Cumberland, a little over six miles, and
built with Guernsey County money. This new
railroad was called the Eastern Ohio. Cars could
be exchanged and passengers could transfer
from one railroad to another for the M.P.&C.,
could reach the outside world with connections
to other lines at Marietta, Cambridge,
Newcomerstown and Canal Dover.
Local newspapers referred to the new
connection between the MP&C and EO as
Cumberland Junction. MP&C timetables
referred to it as Eastern Ohio Junction.
Shortly after the Eastern Ohio was built and in
operation other interests and money decided to
build yet another railroad. It was built from a
starting place which I will call EO Junction east
to Hartford (Buffalo) and then on to Senecaville
and then north to Campbell Station (Lore City)
or nearby at a new place called Morgan
Junction.
At this new location a rail connection was made
with the Baltimore & Ohio railroad main line

east west Baltimore to Chicago line. From that
place the railroad to build east to Wheeling,
W.Va., either parallel the B&O or outright
buying that road, then planned to build clear
through to New York.
Building west, this enterprising new railroad
planned to buy the EO line to Cumberland then
build on into Morgan County and even farther
through southeastern Ohio to reach Cincinnati.
What a plan. The new railroad was called the
Cincinnati, Wheeling and New York Railroad
and it did operate between EO Junction and
Morgan Junction just under ten miles and all in
Guernsey County.
So now what should the place be called which is
the subject of our story ? The MP&C called it
Eastern Ohio Junction, the Eastern Ohio called it
MP&C Junction, the local newspapers referred
to it as the Cumberland Junction, and the new
railroad called it CW&NY Junction.
Starting to get confusing ? Read on, you have
not read anything yet.
Well the CW&NY had the grandest of any
schemes of a railroad here in Guernsey County
to say the least but with big ideas and little
backing or money it did not last very long.
Within a year and no building beyond Morgan
Junction to the east or beyond Cumberland to
the west (it never did buy the EO) the rail line
was sold to yet other investors with plans not as
big as the CW&NY. The new owners of the
CW&NY shortened the old proposed line
considerably. Their new plan was to operate a
railroad from Bellaire, Ohio west through what
was locally known as the Beaver Valley and
make a connection at Senecaville where the
previous line had already been built. From
Senecaville via the existing line through EO
Junction and on through Cumberland the line
was as the previous owners planned to build on
through Morgan County and into Perry County
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and stop at a place called Shawnee. So the name
of this new railroad was the Bellaire Beaver
Valley and Shawnee Railroad so now maybe we
should eliminate the name CW&NY Junction
and call it the BBV&S Junction near Pleasant
City.
Well a survey between Senecaville and Bellaire
was done and it shows up on old maps as with
considerable grading done south of Cumberland
but no new rails were ever laid except ninety
years later when a portion of the Muskingum
Electric Railroad was built on a portion of the
old grade from Cumberland south in the mid
1960’s, but it too has been abandoned and the
rails removed.
How long the BBV&S lasted is not clear but for
sure it was not long for there are no known
schedules to verify so. Actually it operated over
the same rails as the CW&NY.
By 1880 what was the old MP&C running north
and south was also sold to new investors with
money and they were after the coal abundant
everywhere along their railroad. The new name
appropriately given this line was the Cleveland
and Marietta Railroad. With a connection to one
other road, trains could operate between
Cleveland and Marietta, the first north south rail
line in Ohio between Lake Erie and the Ohio
River. Money was being made and more and
more trains operated, especially at the place
which I have called so many changes with
letters it reminds one of a bowl of alphabet soup.
Well naturally, another name change was to be
made. It would now be called C&M Junction
and all other names simply started to disappear
from the train timetables although old railroad
maps of Ohio list the place as C&M Junction.
Fast forward ten years and even the C&M as
with all of the previous names mentioned have
been changed. For the Pennsylvania Railroad
had by then bought enough controlling stock to
own the line all the way between Cleveland and
Marietta. It would also give the subject of our

story a new name. But first let us go back to the
Eastern Ohio Railroad. It too lost control of
itself, in fact it was partially abandoned between
EO Junction and Cumberland on account of no
revenue or passengers..
For a period of nearly ten years no trains at all
operated over the former BBV&S nor the EO
but then things changed. The B&O Railroad had
kept an eye on the failing two lines and when
they were in such a deteriorated state as to be
abandoned completely, the B&O bought both
lines at scrap price. There was a reason for all of
this. Somehow the B&O knew of new coal lands
which were to be developed in the areas of both
derelict railroads. They simply bought the roads
and rebuilt them completely totaling a mileage
of 16.7 miles, all of which still remained in
Guernsey County. Crossing over the then called
C&M Junction the B&O would then call the
place C&M Crossing on it’s timetables and the
entire line was then known as the Eastern Ohio
branch of the B&O Lore City to Cumberland.
Local crews on the B&O however did not refer
to the place as C&M Crossing, they as well as
the section men called the place “Albin” and
would do so until the end of freight train
operations on the EO branch.
Now back to the Pennsylvania Railroad. Shortly
after 1900 the PRR obtained track age rights to
operate onto the EO branch and eventually
served three mines. This meant two railroads
operation on one line so in order to prevent any
accidents the PRR installed a standard telegraph
station at what was previously known as C&M
Junction or Crossing. This new office was
manned by PRR men and women and given the
official name of North Cabin. Crews and section
men called it N Cabin as the telegraph call letter
was “N”.
During it’s heyday at least six scheduled trains
as well as the many coal trains operated over the
former C&M Crossing on the B&O, while twice
as many PRR north south trains crossed it as
well as the many coal trains the PRR operated
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on the EO from the new “N” Cabin but what
most of us old heads refer to as C&M Crossing.
Well this tale almost ends here but yet one more
name of number must be mentioned at the now
many name junction. In 1911 the New Midland
Power and Traction Company an electric
interurban line was built south from Cambridge
through Byesville and then paralleled the PRR
through Derwent and on to Pleasant City. It had
to cross the B&O branch at grade which was
less than 50 feet from the infamous C&M
Crossing. And once again three different
railroads met and crossed at this place. The
interurban cars operated on the half hour
between 5:30 am and 11:30 pm here. They were
required to stop before crossing the B&O branch
and the stop was called “stop 21” with stop 22
being the end of its line at Pleasant City.
Eventually all things come to an end as with the
junction in this story. The telegraph station
called N cabin was at least twice destroyed by
derailments, the first when a northbound freight
derailed at the transfer track switch( what we on
the BSRW call C&M curve) and a car of safes
from the Remington Rand plant at Marietta

rolled over on to the structure crushing it flat..
Another when an empty coal train leaving the
PRR onto the B&O (at the same switch) derailed
and knocked it clear off of it’s foundation. No
photos of the original standard block station at
North Cabin are known to exist but a second or
perhaps third do. They show a not too pretty
frame structure. The two photos are not good
and each shows the semaphore in a different
location. At any rate when all passenger trains
were removed off of the B&O EO branch and
the PRR in the mid 1930’s N Cabin was
replaced with a telephone box mounted on a
pole and the PRR had the right of way.
In 1966 with the building of Interstate 77 the
B&O line was abandoned from C&M Crossing
back to Lore City and the diamond removed. In
1980 the old PRR line south from C&M
Junction to Marietta was also removed. All that
is left is the transfer track from the PRR to the
B&O which we operate our scenic line around
and if you took the time and had the patience to
read this tale you now know more than you
really needed to know about a place called
C&M Junction.

Dave Adair collection
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Shown is a photo of North Cabin (N cabin) located at what we refer to as C&M Junction (Cleveland
and Marietta) and located one fourth of a mile northwest of Pleasant City. It was maintained by the
Pennsylvania Railroad whose telegraph operators maintained it around the clock during it’s heyday.
Not a pretty structure, it is the second or third office located here. Sometimes interesting bits of
information can be obtained from looking closely at a photograph, for instance: N Cabin obviously has
a pot belly stove within. Bars on the windows may keep intruders out or the operators in. Note at the
very top of this photo a crossarm and a junction box for telegraph wires is located. Below is a kerosene
switch lamp mounted on the day target which states that the main track is lined up for north or south
travel. The train order signal (also kerosene) with paddles are out of sight far above the photo, but the
mast and ladder used to light the lantern at night is seen at right. Just to the left of the ladder if you can
make it out is the Alban two story home. (Alban is what the B&O crews and section men referred to
this place as).
The people are standing on one of two 16 foot switch ties connected to the transfer switch which leads
to the B&O from the PRR.
Also note the glass insulator mounted on a mule ear under the eaves of the structure, perhaps it is an
OVG made at nearby Pleasant City.
The day is probably a Sunday when young people would walk the tracks in their Sunday best to meet
friends. Perhaps they are all telegraph operators. The date of this photo would be guessed at 1930.
Their names are unknown, so for our sake lets call them Sid, Sally, Sarah, and Sophie. The
photographer, whose shadow of his derby hat can be seen at the extreme bottom of this photo is Sam.
Dave Adair

While searching for material for this edition of the Switchstand, I came upon this outstanding
article that was written by the Byesville Enterprise that appeared in the Cambridge Jeffersonian
on Thursday Nov. 10th, 1904, concerning the abandonment of Central mine that had taken place
in early October 1904. - Jake Davis

OLD CENTRAL!
TWENTY SEVEN YEARS OF UNEQUALED PROSPERITY. THE GREATEST
MINE OF HER DAY AND AN INDUSTRY THAT SHALL NOT BE
FORGOTTEN BY THE PEOPLE OF BYESVILLE.
Old Central is no more. Her last whistle has
blown; her last pillars have been drawn, her
machinery has been removed to one of her
followers and today only the old tipple and an
enormous cavity in the ground mark the place

from whence millions of this world’s treasures
have been removed, millions that have gone to
rear the families of thousands of miners, to
establish homes of modest or extravagant
proportions, to open and equip a number of new
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mines, and probably to help in making wealthy a
few of those who have been interested in her
operation. But she is gone, and while we
enumerate the great good that has come from the
money thus produced, we can not but think that
a portion of the same wealth has produced its
share of misery. Doubtless, homes have been
made sad, women and children have suffered
and men themselves have agonized and possibly
some have been in lowly and untimely graves by
the dissipation and debauchery purchased with
the coffers that fell from the lap of this faithful
old servant.

vicissitudes, The Wills Creek Coal Company
came into possession and from that time she
became the leading industry in the valley and
remained such until the territory became
generally “worked out”.

Men have suffered injury, many of them of a
permanent nature, while not less than ten lives,
have paid the penalty of her wrath, some of
them with a suddenness that gave no time for
reflection or repentance. Among those who have
been killed instantly or died within a few hours
after being hurt there, we mention the following:
Eli Wilson, Wm. Mackley,, Thomas Allender,
Geo. Barnes. Hollis James, Wm. Collins, John
Hess, Daniel Ables, Simeon Dickens and James
Davis, there may have been others; if so they are
omitted through lack of information, as it is our
desire to make the list complete.

From the time of assuming control of the mine
until its close the Wills Creek Company has
extended much time and money in its operation.
The pay roll for mining alone has exceeded
$6,000 per pay of two weeks, while other
expense has been proportionately high. Once
during her life the tipple was destroyed by fire
together with much of the machinery.

On the 7th day of December, 1877, the first work
toward opening this mine was done. On that day
grading for the switch was begun, but coal was
not run over the screens until the early part of
1878.
The mine was opened by a company composed
of Messrs. Anderson, Cranage and Farmer,
known as the Manufactures Coal Co., and for
many years was known as Farmers Mine, in fact
to this day it is called by many “Farmer’s
Mine”. The mine soon passed into the hands of
Anderson & Cope and was managed by a man
named W. A. Smith, long since deceased. Old
Central was not as prosperous in those days as
she afterward became and even today there are
men in Byesville who were not paid for their
labor, while companies as a rule were not
prosperous. After many changes and

Here we want to say that in a great measure to
Central Mine, and to an enormous degree if not
entirely to the Wills Creek Coal Company,
backed by the C & M railroad which made this
possible, and to the indomitable spirit of Gen. A.
J. Warner who built the road, does Byesville
owe her life and prosperity.

The following gentlemen have superintended
the mine: W. A. Smith, W. H. Davis, T. J. Lee,
E. W. Smith, Geo. Bancroft, David E. Evans,
David Williams, David Cook, Wm. Sheen,
Gomer Lewis, John S. Holbrook, John Hood Sr.,
James C. Orr, John Orr and Benjamin Morris.
The mine has belonged to the following
companies: Manufacture Coal Co., Anderson &
Cope, Jas. A. Anderson, W. T. Cope, Champion
Coal Co., Pittsburg and Ohio Coal Co.,
International Railway Fuel Co., and the Wills
Creek Coal Co.
The amount of territory excavated and the
amount of coal taken out is almost past belief.
Allowing that the mine has only run one-half
time in the twenty-seven years of its existence,
which estimate is entirely too low, and that it has
produced 20 railway cars of coal for each day
run, and reckoning a car to be 36 feet in length,
it would require a switch over 600 miles long to
contain the entire output. It would require 1500
fifty-car trains to haul the coal. If the rooms and
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entries were joined in one continuous tunnel it
would reach upwards of 65 miles.
The value of products of Central Mine is said to
be not far from $5,000,000 while probably
$2,000,000 of this have been paid to employees.
Thousands of men have here found
employment, and while a few have lost their
lives and others been crippled for life, there are
some of our leading businessmen here and
elsewhere who made their start digging black
diamonds from Old Central.
Many have secured for themselves and families
modern homes, and while they still labor from
day to day, live in comparative comfort and we
might almost say, in luxury.
The fixtures and machinery have been moved to
the Midway Coal Co.’s works about three miles
west of town and all that remains of those
famous producers of wealth is the lone tipple
and an enormous underground cavity.
Many of the men and boys still love to loiter
thereabout and dream of the days, still fresh in
the minds of even the younger class, when Old
Central was the Mecca of the greater element of
the toiling masses of the community. The field
worked out was probably one of the most even
and regular seams of coal ever developed in
Guernsey county, and was comparatively free
from fault. Her main entry was about 1 ½ miles

long, and there were 83 of them numbered
consecutively from 1 to 83. It is estimated that
these entries combined would reach a distance
of 30 miles while about 2 square miles of
territory were excavated.
Like all old mines many weird and uncanny
stories have been told of mysterious lights
having been seen to appear and disappear in
these mines and many other stories have been
told of the mine by persons of apparently
reliable reputations.
But she is no more, no more will the tired
miners quench their thirst at the cool spring in
the main passageway, no more will the rumbling
of the trip or the noise and bustle of machinery
be heard at Old Central, no more will the
practical joker play his jokes upon his fellows
or the question of good turn or bad turn be heard
here. She is no more but she has only paved the
way for greater and better developments in the
mining field. She was a stepping stone to the
great end of evolution which has started
Guernsey County to the front in the production
of black diamonds. She has done well; she
started the village of Byesville upon the
pathway of progress and has handed it over to
the larger coal companies for their protection
and patronage.
Peace to the memory of Old Central.
________Byesville Enterprise.
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Sikora Store – Trail Run early 1920's
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A STORY OF BZ TOWER, ZANESVILLE, OH
by Dave Adair

The following is a story which may seem hard to believe, but in days gone by it probably happened
many times throughout America.
As told to me by Virginia Teagarden (deceased) back in 1974 while she was on duty as a telegraph
operator for the old B&O railroad (Chessie System) and working in Cambridge.
I have taken the liberty to include within parenthesis for clarity to the reader the story as it was told.
One autumn day back in 1960 I was working second trick (shift) at BZ tower (telegraph tower of two
stories being a 12 by 12 foot frame structure where operators controlled trains by manual block with
use of semaphore signals, the location was at the old junction of the BZ&C narrow gauge railroad
where it entered the B&O tracks on a third rail just north of downtown Zanesville).
It was a nice day, and no trains were due by for over two hours except the yard rats (Zanesville
switching crew) who were working nearby. BZ was the eastern end of the yards and my board (signal)
was set to stop any train including the yard job.
Yet on the track nearest the tower another engine (diesel) was towing on a flat car a crawler (clamshell
ditcher), a gondola partially filled with what appeared to be scrap and a caboose and heading toward
me.
When they reached the tower they stopped and the whole darn (#%@+) crew including the crane
operator ascended the steps to my office to tell me why they were there.
Back on the west side (west Zanesville shops) the railroad was about to demolish the signal building
and had to first empty the contents which they had done.
The train crew then returned to the train, moved a few yards (she did not say which direction and I
never thought to ask) and the clamshell operator began to dig a hole in the cinders near the track of
about six to eight feet deep.
The operator then commenced to reach into the gondola with his bucket and grab it’s contents which
were I would say over 60 switch lamps, some brand new, and drop them into the hole. Other kerosene
signals of the semaphore type were also covered as were kegs of glass lens for the lamps. Within 15
minutes the hole was covered and the train was heading back to the west side.
I worked BZ for another year and after the last passenger trains were taken off in 1961 the tower too
was demolished.
You know at that time no one ever knew that those lights would ever be worth anything for you could
have as many as you wanted if you worked on the railroad and looked in the scrap piles along the track.
I don’t ever remember anyone taking one home.
(The last switch lamps at Zanesville were “retired” in 1974)
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A VIEW OF THE B&O TELEGRAPH TOWER (BZ) AT ZANESVILLE
by Dave Adair

Looking north in this view, the Muskingum River is at left center. The first two tracks nearest it are the
Pennsylvania north to Trinway and south to Morrow, line at one time called the Cincinnati and
Muskingum Valley. The shiny rails in the foreground are the B&O main north then east to Wheeling
and south, then west to Newark. The photographer is standing on Brown Siding, to the rear of BZ
tower is Waterworks siding. Where the auto is parked was once the narrow gauge Bellaire Zanesville
and Cincinnati where it made it’s connection with the B&O into Waterworks Siding (long enough for
one short train, it being a passenger). The BZ&C aka the OR&W then via a third rail made it’s way
south and ended at the B&O station just under one mile away.
The BZ&C Mill Run shops were to the right of this photo not one fourth of a mile away. Even before
the narrow gauge line was abandoned, the Pennsy. Who by then owned it laid their own third (standard
gauge) rail seven miles out to a mine at Lawton. A crossover track was then installed behind BZ tower
crossing over the B&O main line which secured an extended life for the tower.
By the time this photo was taken in the late 1950’s the Pennsy tracks to Lawton were gone as was the
crossover track, but BZ tower was still active and some older operators still used the Morse code (note
the call letters in the upper window).
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What appears to be a pile of dirt in front of the tower is actually a pile of coal for the stove within the
tower. Where the clamshell dug the hole to bury the signal and lanterns is anyone’s guess, but it is most
certainly nearby.
Today, only one track remains in this view, the shiny one now owned by CSX to Cambridge and
Byesville.

Dave Adair collection
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Here is an interesting handbill issued to the public back in 1883.
What it basically says is that the W&LE RR has merged with the C&M RR.
Building southeast from Toledo the W&LE when it reached the place on this handbill called Valley
Junction, a connection was made with the C&M (which had to travel on 7 miles of C&P track to reach
Valley Junction from Canal Dover to get there).
It’s a long story, but in short the W&LE and C&M relationship did not last over one year until each
again went their separate ways.
Note on this handbill at the place Point Pleasant (Pleasant City) a connection was made with the
CW&NY (Cincinnati Wheeling and New York RR). This brand new railroad line was built east from
what we all know and call C&M Junction to Hartford (Buffalo), Senecaville and Campbell Station
(Lore City) a nine mile railroad here in Guernsey County where a connection was made with the main
line of the B&O, Baltimore to Chicago.
The Eastern Ohio Railroad west from C&M Junction to Cumberland seveb miles is not even mentioned
here but for two reasons.
One, trains weren’t running on it on account it was in receivership and the locomotive was padlocked
to the track at C&M Junction by the sheriff and two, Cumberland was the end of track on the EO. It
never went more than two miles farther.
Also worthy of note is that with the exception of the W&LE every railroad mentioned on the handbill
no longer exists under it’s original name, most have been completely abandoned and removed.

CAMP MEETING FLYER
by Dave Adair

Early days on the Marietta Pittsburgh and Cleveland Railway offered anything they could do to
encourage riders to buy a train ticket.
This poster is self explanatory, but take note that the Eastern Ohio Railroad between EO Junction near
Pleasant City and Cumberland is not even mentioned.
This on account that the EO was near bankrupt at the time and EO trains were not running with any
regularity if at all, while the MP&C was not in much better condition either.
This particular MP&C train excursion offered riders a trip from Cambridge south through what we
know now as Byesville, Derwent (which would not even exist for nearly twenty more years) and
reached the EO Junction one fourth of a mile northwest of Pleasant City. The excursion would then
enter the EO Railroad, then run west to Cumberland, a little over six miles away
To operate any train back then on a Sunday was rare and maybe a first.
The engraving of a train on the poster is near accurate for the time period, but definitely not an MP&C
train.
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Dave Adair collection
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Reprinted from the Cambridge Jeffersonian
Thursday Dec. 29, 1904
The B&O’s Big Engine
What is said to be the largest railway locomotive in the world, the Mallet Articulated compound engine,
built for the B&O railroad by the American Locomotive Co., passed through the city this morning on
it’s way back from St. Louis where it has been on exhibition at the exposition as part of the B&O’s
exhibit, to the Cumberland Division of the B&O railroad. It was made to haul heavy freight trains over
the mountains. The monster engine was being hauled “dead and stripped.”
The word that the big engine would pass through the city was received shortly before the arrival of the
train and in a very few minutes there was a large crowd at the railroad yards to see it. The engine is
known as the “Saint Louis” in honor of the Worlds Fair City.

Jake Davis collection

C&M Junction, date unknown. Looking west toward Cumberland. The tower is out of sight to the
right. The small structure behind the lady is the small depot , of Albin or Cumberland Junction.
The PRR is to the right.
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Dave Adair collection

Looking south into the Glenwood tunnel with
Alonzo Masters on the track in 1918

Dave Adair collection

An interior view of the Glenwood tunnel
looking south from the north portal in 1982.
The south portal has already collapsed filling
the tunnel with water. Earth from the north
portal is already covering the track in the
foreground.
Water within the tunnel will eventually be
nearly three feet deep and COLD before the
north portal collapses sealing the tunnel. Note
the sagging oak timbers above. This portion
collapsed in 1989.

A view of the very last train exiting the north
portal of the Glenwood tunnel May 15, 1976.
I was there, Dave Adair.

Dave Adair collection

Take note that this view shows the tunnel
shortened at the north portal after the 1967
cave in as compared to the 1918 view.
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Jake Davis collection

Another nice view of Trail Run No. 1 mine.

Jake Davis collection

The First National Bank, Byesville. Obviously the bank is new with the banners hanging in the
background. Perhaps the folks there are the new employees and the officials of Byesville.
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From the Daily Jeffersonian

The lad in the center of the front row behind the large catcher's mitt is Jim Brown, the
grandfather of our own Tim Brown.

Betty Fenwick collection

Betty snapped this very neat photo as our train approached Seneca Lane on Jan. 6, 2011.
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Byesville Switchstand wishes to thank the following sponsors of our newsletter.
Please support these fine businesses.

COLLECTOR OF RAILROADIANA AND
OLD ELECTRIC TOY TRAINS
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MARLENE'S
RESTAURANT
196 So. 2nd St.
across from train
Open daily til 2:00 P.M.

FAMILY COOKING AT
IT'S FINEST !!
Send articles and photos for
publication in the Byesville
SwitchStand to
switchstandeditors@bsrw.org
Jake & Louise Davis, editors

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS CARD IN THIS NEWSLETTER. For forty dollars a year or ten
dollars a quarter, your card will be seen in each publication of the Switchstand as well as on our
website 24/7.
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